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Taking the Cold by Storm, 
One look at a time



Be yourself
Nothing gives you comfort more than a sweater that can 
reflect who you are. Perfect for layering, this sweater 
is good for those days when you feel like ice skating, 
or lounging around the house on a cool day. A sure-fire 
closet staple piece for jeans when you’re in a reflective 
mood, this sweater can be dressed up with a skirt, some 
boots, a hat and scarf to make a statement when out 
on the town. Although not designed for a super-dressy 
affair, it can work at a nice get-together or bonfire.



Beauty in Bronze
Bronze usually means third place, but in this case, you’re 
a winner! A statement piece that can be worn day or 
night, you can switch it up with a nice pencil skirt for 
those wintery days at the office, or pair it with some 
leggings or jeans for some outdoor fun. Add a nice hat, 
boots and bag and you’ve quickly created a runway look.



Mix it up
This two-patterned burgundy shirt speaks to the artist 
in you. This can be worn as a dressy piece with nice 
slacks and accessories, or a patterned a line skirt, tights 
and some boots or booties for a cute and sexy flair. For 
those days when you just want to relax, pair this with 
some jeans for a quick go-to piece for those wintery 
days. Perfect for layering under your perfect sweater or 
worn alone.



Bubbling Brown Sugar
Nothing captures the essence of winter more than a 
mocha sweater. Accentuated with the feminine look 
of lace, you can layer this sweater, wear it with a skirt, 
leggings or jeans and make it the highlight of your entire 
ensemble. Ready to wear with accessories or alone, 
you can throw on some booties or flats and make this a 
perfect piece for the office or on a run to the store.



Handbag 
     Heaven



Earthy Treasures
Brown and coral take you back to the end of summer 
with a nod to welcoming in the winter. Perfect for 
almost any outfit, the wood triangle screams chic and 
classy for those days when your outfit needs just a 
pop of color during those cold, drab days. Perfect for 
attending any event with the long strap for a cross-body 
look.



The jeans have it!
The tried and true staple of handbags, this jean bag 
screams fashionable vintage. Great to wear on the 
coldest of days, the quilted pattern coupled with the 
gold-tone straps can smoothly transition from day to 
evening wear. Sleek and sophisticated with an upscale 
flair.



Retro Rush
Who said reaching into the back of your closet wasn’t 
cool? Channel your inner fashionista with this cool 
wood-grain clutch with this cute and sassy versatile 
clutch. You can wear it with or without the gold-tone 
straps to either dress your ensemble up or down. 
Smooth light wood with two inventive beads at the top 
makes this a statement piece that is worth a second 
look.


